We present an experimental and theoretical study of carrier-envelope phase (CEP) effects on the population transfer between two bound atomic states interacting with pulses consisting of many cycles. Using intense radio-frequency pulse with Rabi frequency of the order of the atomic transition frequency, we investigated the influence of CEP on the control of phase dependent multi-photon transitions between the Zeeman sub-levels of the ground state of 87 Rb. Our scheme has no limitation on the duration of the pulses. Extending the CEP control to longer pulses creates interesting possibilities to generate pulses with accuracy that is better then the period of optical oscillations.
I. INTRODUCTION
As is well-known, the electric field of a laser pulse given by E(t) = E 0 f (t) cos(νt + φ)
can be characterized by its amplitude E 0 , its carrier envelope f (t), its frequency ν, and its carrier-envelope phase (CEP) φ. The CEP is the most difficult parameter to control and even to measure. Recently, a lot of research has been devoted to the CEP. Namely, the CEP strongly affects many processes involving ultrashort few-cycle pulses [1] . In particular, CEP effects on highharmonic generation [2] , strong-field photoionization [3] , the dissociation of HD + and H + 2 [4] , the electron dynamics in a strong magnetic field [5] , the population inversion during a quantum transition [6] , and the external-and internal-photo-effect currents [7, 8] have been demonstrated by few-cycle pulses.
For longer laser pulses, the influence of the CEP becomes smaller (very often it is beyond the experimental abilities to be measured). So the important question is what is the maximal duration of laser pulses that can still have the CEP effects? It is a fundamental question, but also it brings new interesting possibilities to measure and control parameters of laser pulses and applications. A stabilized and adjustable CEP is important for applications such as optical frequency combs [9] and quantum control in various media [10] . Several techniques have been developed to control the CEP of femtosecond pulses [5, 11] . A crucial step in attaining this control is measuring the CEP to provide feedback to the laser system. Promising approaches for short pulses use, for instance, photoionization [12] and quantum interference in semiconductors [8] .
For longer pulses, on the other hand, there are no such methods. Recently, a method has been presented for the measurement of the absolute CEP of a high-power, manycycle driving pulse, by measuring the variation of the XUV spectrum [13] by applying the interferometric polarization gating technique to such pulses [14] . We stress here that extending the CEP control to longer pulses creates interesting possibilities to generate pulses with accuracy that is better than the period of optical oscillation. First, it allows researchers to improve laser systems that generate laser pulses with better reproducibility and accuracy and better controlled. Second, it provides an additional handle to control the process of collisions. Femtosecond pulses are shorter than the time duration of collisions and cannot be used to study collisions under the action of electromagnetic fields; meanwhile the current approach of extending the duration of the pulses with measureable or controllable CEP allows researchers to extend the coherent control to a new level when they are able to study molecular collisions or electron collisions in nanostructures under the action of strong electromagnetic fields with known CEP. Electromagnetically induced magnetochiral anisotropy in a resonant medium demonstrated in [15] can be enhanced by the control of the CEP of optical radiation in the laser induced chemical reactions [16] .
In this paper, we report the CEP effects in the population transfer between two bound atomic states interacting with pulses consisting many cycles in contrast with few-cycle pulses [17] . For our experiment, we use intense radio-frequency (RF) pulses interacting with the magnetic Zeeman sub-levels of Rubidium (Rb) atoms. We have found that, for long pulses consisting two carrier frequencies, the CEP of the pulse strongly affects that transfer. It is worth noting here that our scheme has no limitation on the duration of pulses.
The significance of our experiment is that it provides the insight of CEP effect in a new regime. The experiment is the first, to our knowledge, to observe the CEP effect on a transition between two bound atomic states with such long pulses. Our experiment provides a unique system serving as an experimental model for studying ultrashort optical pulses. The obtained results may be easily extended to optical experiments. The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we briefly discuss the experimental setup and the procedure to determine the population transfer due to RF excitation. We present our experimental results in Figs. 4, 5, 6 . In section III using a simple two-level model, we explain the phase dependence of the main results presented in Fig. 6 . In section IV we present discussion on extending the CEP control to longer pulses. We have added an appendix with an explicit calculation of the probability amplitudes for the one and multi-photon excitation.
II. EXPERIMENT
In this section we will discuss the experimental aspect of our paper. We discuss the setup and the procedure to measure the population transfer due to RF excitation, taking into account the dephasing factor η. In subsection B, we present our experimental results which includes the non-linear behavior of the multi-photon excitation peak 3 [see Fig. 4 (a) ]. Effect of the CEP of the carrierfrequency components on the population transfer due to multi-photon excitation is shown in Fig. 6 .
A. Setup and Population transfer
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1 . An external cavity diode laser was tuned to the D 1 resonance line of 87 Rb atoms at |5 2 S 1/2 ; F = 1 ↔ |5 2 P 1/2 ; F = 1 transition. A 2.5 cm long cell containing 87 Rb (and 5 torr of Neon) is located in an oven. The cell is heated in order to reach an atomic density of the order of 10 11 cm −3 . A longitudinal static magnetic field is applied along the laser beam to control the splitting of the Zeeman sublevels of the ground state |5 2 S 1/2 ; F = 1, m F = −1, 0, 1 . A pair of Helmholtz coils produces a transverse bichro- matic rf field with two central frequencies at ν 1 and ν 2 [20] . In our experiment we tuned the longitudinal magnetic field to control the Zeeman splitting while keeping the carrier frequencies intact. A function generator was programmed to provide multi-cycle bichromatic pulses with controllable parameters, such as the pulse duration, CEPs and the amplitudes of the two carrier frequencies.
To determine the population transfer due to the rf excitation, the experiment is performed with a sequence of laser pulses with a rf pulse followed by a sequence of laser pulses without rf pulse. For the transmitted probe pulse intensity is given by I 1 = I 0 ηe N σLPa , where I 0 is the probe pulse input intensity, η is the factor due to dephasing, N is the atomic density, σ is the absorption cross-section, L is the cell length and P a is the population of the upper levels due to RF excitation. For the second sequence , in which there is no RF excitation, the transmitted probe pulse intensity is given by I 2 = I 0 η. Therefore, the population due to rf excitation is given by the quantity −ln(I 1 /I 2 ) = N σLP a .
The energy level scheme of 87 Rb and the configuration of the optical and RF pulses is shown in Fig. 2 . The ground state of 87 Rb has three Zeeman sub-levels; a right-circularly polarized (RCP) laser pulse optically pumps the system and drives the atoms to the sub-level |5 2 S 1/2 ; F = 1, m F = 1 . This is followed by the bichromatic rf pulse, which excites the atoms to the sub-levels 
|5
2 S 1/2 ; F = 1, m F = −1, 0 whose population is subsequently determined by measuring the transmission of a following weak RCP optical probe pulse. The rf pulse is delayed by 165 µs with respect to the optical-pumping laser pulse and has a duration of 130 µs (FWHM). In Fig. 3 we have plotted two such CEP-shaped bichromatic pulses, with spectral components of 60 kHz and 100kHz, used in our experiment. The transmitted intensity of the probe pulse, delayed by 330 µs with respect to the optical-pumping pulse, is monitored by a fast photodiode. . Resonant multi-photon excitation which corresponds to peak 3 at ω=140kHz in Fig. 4 , is shifted to about ω=130kHz [21] . The rf field is very strong, so non-resonant one-and three-photon transition should be taken into account [see Appendix]. These non-resonant contributions interfere with resonant three-photon transitions and the excited population depends on the phases of fields with frequencies ν 1 and ν 2 . To study this peak we first investigated the dependence of population transfer as a function of the applied transverse magnetic field strength. Fig. 5 shows the non-linear behavior of the process, in which the multi-photon excitation is negligible for weak transverse magnetic field and starts to grow non-linearly with the increase in the amplitude of the driving RF pulse.
The main results of the experiment are shown in Fig. 6 where we have plotted the population (σN LP a ) as a function of carrier-envelope phase of one of the two spectral components of the bichromatic field while keeping the other phase component at zero. Fig. 6(a)(II) shows the oscillatory behavior when the phase of φ 60kHz is changed while keeping φ 100kHz = 0. Similar effect is observed vice-versa which is shown in Fig. 6(a)(I) . Ratio of the frequency of oscillations for the two cases, when the phase is changed from 0 → 2π, is O r = 0.578 ± 0.035 which is equal to ν 2 /ν 1 . Fig. 6(b) shows the effect of pulse duration (i.e number of cycles) on the population transfer where we have plotted the population transferred for two set of pulse width T (full width at half maximum, FWHM). Here (I) T =130µs, (II) T =100µs. In either case we changed the phase of φ 100kHz while keeping φ 60kHz = 0. In Fig. 6 (a) 
III. THEORY
Let us now move to the theoretical aspect of the results obtained here. The goal of theoretical consideration presented here is to gain physical insights that helps to understand the CEP effects for such long pulses that have envelop containing up to fifteen periods of oscillations, as well as the limitations imposed on the length of pulses. The Hamiltonian for an atomic state with F = 1 in a magnetic field B = (B x , B y , B z ) is given by
where g = −1/2 is the Lande factor for this Rb state, µ 0 is the Bohr magneton, B z = B 0 is the static magnetic field that is chosen in the direction of the z-axis; B x and B y are the transverse components driven by a function generator. The linearly-polarized bichromatic magnetic field is given as,
where α = (2 √ ln2)/T and T is the FWHM duration of the pulse and B y = 0. For the magnetic dipole transition, the relaxation due to atomic motion is the most important. The density matrix equations is given bẏ
where H is given by Eq. (2), Γ quantifies the relaxation process due to atomic motion and ρ 0 is the thermal equilibrium density matrix of the atoms in the cell without the optical and RF fields. For simple explanation we will consider only two levels coupled by the bichromatic field and neglect any type of relaxation. The Rabi frequency is given by (5) where
The equation of motions for the probability amplitudes C a and C b are given by [22, 23] 
Let us consider the perturbative approach C b (t) ∼ = 1. We look for a solution of the form C a = C
(1)
a . The excited population is the result of interference of resonant three-photon excitation and non-resonant onephoton with frequency ν 1 and three-photon ν 2 where the detunings are 30 kHz and 50 kHz correspondingly [see inset of Fig. 4(a) ]. The probability amplitude can be written as
that gives the same dependences on the phases of bichromatic field as shown in Fig. 6 . Here, in a weak field approximation,
is the probability amplitude of non-resonant excitation due to one-photon transition,
is due to non-resonant three-photon excitation, and
is due to resonant three-photon excitation. Here the first terms corresponds to Hyper-Raman type process, the second term corresponds to Doppleron type process as shown in the lower block of Fig. 4 (b) . In Appendix A we have shown the relative strength of the three processes with the experimental parameters.
As is clearly seen from Eq. (7), the CEP effect occurs due to the interference of the terms that have different dependence on the field phases. The condition for the better visibility of the interference is related to the amplitudes and frequencies of fields. It is better to have amplitude be the same to have high visibility, on the other hand, if only one term dominates the CEP effect disappears. It is very interesting to note here that the CEP effects do not depend explicitly on the duration of pulses but only on the field amplitudes and their frequencies.
IV. CONCLUSION
We use intense RF pulses interacting with the magnetic Zeeman sub-levels of Rubidium (Rb) atoms, we have experimentally and theoretically shown the CEP effects in the population transfer between two bound atomic states interacting with pulses consisting of many cycles (up to 15 cycles) of the field. It opens several exciting applications and interesting possibilities that can be easily transfer to optical range and enhance current and create new set of tools to control CEP of laser pulses.
These tools allow researchers to improve laser systems that generate laser pulses with better reproducibility and accuracy and better controlled. Also the tools provide an additional handle to control the process of collisions, and the current approach of extending the duration of the pulses with measurable or controllable CEP allows researchers to extend the coherent control to a new level where they are able to study molecular collisions or electron collisions in nano-structures under the action of strong electromagnetic fields with known CEP. In particularly, the obtained results can be applied to control of chemical reactions [16] . The wave function of a two-level atom can be written in the form
where C a and C b are the probability amplitudes of finding the atom in the states |a and |b , respectively. The equation of motions for C a and C b are given by,
Integrating Eq.(A2) we obtain
In the limit t → ∞ Eq.(A4) gives,
Substituting Eq.(A4) in Eq.(A3) and using the initial condition C b (0) = 1 we get,
Plugging back Eq.(A6) in Eq.(A4), we get
Thus from Eq.(A7) we get,
In the perturbation theory C b (t) ∼ = 1, we are looking for a solution of the form C a (∞) = C
a (∞), where the first term C (1) a (∞) is given by
The second term can be found as
Let us consider that the Rabi frequency Ω(t) is given as
Single Photon Processes
(i) Absorption of one-photon of frequency ν 1 . The transition probability amplitude is given as
Similarly we can find C
a,(ν2) (∞) using the substitution Ω 1 → Ω 2 , ν 1 → ν 2 and φ 1 → φ 2 .
Multi-Photon Processes
(ii) Absorption of three-photon of frequency ν 2 . The transition probability amplitude is given as
(iii) Absorption of two-photon of frequency ν 1 and emission of one-photon of frequency ν 2 in the order:
The transition probability amplitude is given as
(iii.c) ν 2 → ν 1 → ν 1 . The transition probability amplitude is given as
The resonant three-photon excitation we are investigating are given by (iii.a), (iii.b) and (iii.c). Let us find the ratio of the amplitudes R α for the processes (iii.a) and (iii.b) defined as
a,(ν1,ν1,ν2) (∞) C 
This ratio R α → 0 in the limit ν 1 → ν 2 i.e Doppleron type process given by Eq.(A15) dominates over the hyperRaman type process given by Eq.(A14) and other resonant and non-resonant processes. Similarly the ratio of the amplitudes R β for the processes (iii.c) and (iii.b) defined as
a,(ν2,ν1,ν1) (∞)| |C gives
In this case smaller the one photon detuning ω − ν 1 , greater will be the probability of the Doppleron type process. The ratio of the amplitudes R γ for the processes (ii) and (i) defined as 
For small α, this ratio is very small and we can neglect the contribution of the non-resonant one-photon excitation with respect to the resonant three-photon excitation to a good approximation. But for large α i.e small pulse duration we should be careful. Let us consider Ω 2 ≈ 0.3ν 1 , Ω 1 ≈ 0.4ν 1 , ν 2 = 0.6ν 1 , ω = 1.4ν 1 and α ≈ 0.128ν 1 . Using this parameters we obtain R δ ≈ 0.8 We obtain R δ ≈ 0.8, thus absorption of one-photon of ν 1 followed by emission of one-photon of ν 2 followed by absorption of one-photon of ν 1 is comparable to one-photon absorption of ν 1 . Thus we can see the contribution of off-resonant one-photon absorption to Peak 3 is not negligible.
